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AAAABSTRACTBSTRACTBSTRACTBSTRACT

Building energy consumption has presented itself as one of the biggest proportion in

energy industries. Focus could really be placed on this field with a view to conserving

energy. One popular way to achieve ideal energy identification is to conduct an energy

audit. An energy audit is of interest in pinpointing energy losses. For small households,

it could be a way of reducing energy spending, while for large companies it could be

one crucial way to decrease energy expenditure and improve efficiency in operation.

The Brynässkolan has been in use for many years and performing the audit is an

attempt to increase its energy efficiency and ultimately cut down cost. By

investigating the school building’s climate envelope and lighting and measuring

ventilation unit we gained knowledge about its energy losses. We came up with some

energy-saving plans, among which some are inapplicable, the others are feasible.

Finally some constructive suggestions are presented to the school administration.

Transmission losses 1134049.63 kWh/year are the most substantial one, among

which transmission losses through walls claim the largest share. Increasing the

insulation of the walls would reduce 421593.2kWh/year, by 25%. However,

considering the area of walls and the construction work the insulation entails, the

investment should be carefully assessed in advance.

Changing the window panes from 2-glass to 3 glass leads to a reduction of

134738.14 KWh in energy losses through windows. And 11% energy is saved,

equivalent to a 46508.21SEK of saving in energy spending annually.

The cost we can reduce from increasing insulation is 216487.17SEK/year. It will
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not be profitable to invest more than 2979945.895 SEK due to the bank interest rate

and life cycle cost.

It is due to the extremely cold winter in northern Europe that heat deficit is usually

prioritized in designing the heating system which may result in an overheating

problem in the summer. To install drapes and awnings can effectively prevent solar

radiation from entering the building, lowering light to a small degree, though.

5% energy could be saved simply by lowering the indoor temperature by 1 degree

without any expense.

The ventilation rate appears to comply with the standards but the occupants are not

very pleased with the room air. So the one last suggestion would be a check on the

heat exchangers and filters to see if cleaning is necessary and to assure a better indoor

air quality.
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1.1.1.1. INTRODUCTIONINTRODUCTIONINTRODUCTIONINTRODUCTION

The energy audit conducted on the Brynässkolan took place during the summer of

2010 with the aid of Roland Forsberg. It started off with measuring the ventilation

system, which lasted for a month and then analyze of data afterwards.

1.11.11.11.1 BuildingBuildingBuildingBuilding energyenergyenergyenergy useuseuseuse inininin modernmodernmodernmodern timetimetimetime

Never has the world been so reliant on energy before and electricity has become the

ultimate driving force of the computerized industries and social life, which would

come to a halt without electricity. The Blackout in New York City years ago has lent a

dreadful impression on us of what a world it would look like. The fact is that the

world has taken energy for granted for too long. Now the alarm starts ringing that a

energy use ought to taken with serious consideration environmental cost.

Energy use in buildings accounts for up to 30% of the total use of fuels and up to

50% of the total use of electricity energy[1], making increasing energy efficiency in

new building construction a key target to lower nation-wide energy consumption[12].

Energy-efficient buildings also contribute to reduce air pollution and climate change

in urban areas as well as regionally and globally[14]. We can see a great potential that

will result from improvement in building energy use. Tools and technologies proved

to be cost-effective are available nowadays.
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1.21.21.21.2 LiteratureLiteratureLiteratureLiterature ReviewReviewReviewReview

Books have been reviewed during the writing of this thesis. Those books have

provided us with theoretic background and support of this thesis. The course book of

building energy systems, Buildings and Energy-a systematic approach (Enno Abel and

Arne Elmroth), discusses interactions of indoor climate both in residential and

commercial buildings with building structures and outdoor temperature, especially the

interplay of buildings and their use of energy. It also includes introductions of basic

technical concepts, basic principles and quantification of human perception of indoor

climate, the influence functions, designing, the climate have on the HVAC systems.

This book serves as a guideline with a thorough knowledge on indoor thermal climate

and energy balance, as well as a sense of how the thesis would look like in general.

And the book, Energy: Management, Supply and Conservation (Dr. Clive Beggs), is

referred to particularly for the district heating for its comprehensive treatment devoted

for combined heat and power generation. The book Achieving the desired indoor

climate contributes to the basic principles supporting the quantification of effects in

this project. It covers topics with a wide range. The human perception of the indoor

climate is thrown light upon and quantified for the establishment of requirements and

regulations. The relations between the building and its technical support systems,

buildings’ design, construction, operation and energy management are also discussed.

The book also takes into consideration the sound, light effects, which are beyond the

scope of our thesis. The lectures we have attended lay the foundation for measuring,

calculation and scientific writing that are present in the project.
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1.31.31.31.3 LocationLocationLocationLocation ooooffff GGGGäääävlevlevlevle

Gävle is the 15th city of Sweden in

size with 92.000 inhabitants, the seat of

Gävle Municipality and the capital of the

province Gävleborg.

Gävle is situated by the Baltic Sea

near the mouth of the river Dalälven

around 180 km north of Stockholm, the

capital of Sweden.

Gävle has a similar climate to the rest

of central Sweden, with an average

temperature of -5°C all the year.

1.41.41.41.4 HistoryHistoryHistoryHistory ofofofof thethethethe BryBryBryBrynnnnäääässkolansskolansskolansskolan

Brynässkolan was declared as the construction plan of town in 1888. The Brynäs city

was planned in the similar fashion as New York City, with profitable numbers on the

cross-streets. The school was erected in 1907, making it one of the biggest school

buildings in Sweden at that time. The city architect Erik Alfred Hedin designed 25

classrooms in addition to the other rooms. It was the first school to have a gymnasium

in the very beginning upon its completion.
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Figure 1.4.1：Backside of Brynässkolan

1.1.1.1.5555 GeneralGeneralGeneralGeneral InformationInformationInformationInformation ofofofof thethethethe BryBryBryBrynnnnäääässkolansskolansskolansskolan

The first floor of the school building，half buried under ground, serves as a basement,

where 4 aggregate rooms, a workshop, two activity rooms and several storage rooms

are located. In one of the activity rooms there is an extra aggregator facility that helps

shear the load of ventilation systems, which only serves that particular room. The

second floor consists of mainly activity rooms and teachers’ offices. The kids’ library

is in the third floor along with several classrooms. There are four aggregate rooms in

the fourth floor. The fifth floor is where the kids have their lunch, take their shower

and there is a gymnasium up there. Toilets are equipped in every floor with about 8

for each.
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2.2.2.2. THEORYTHEORYTHEORYTHEORY

2.12.12.12.1 EnergyEnergyEnergyEnergyAAAAuditudituditudit

An energy audit investigates and evaluates the total energy entering a building over a

given period of time. It looks into how much energy has been used and for what

purposes it has been used. By this auditing process opportunities to detect

shortcomings in operation, to increase efficiency and to reduce cost can be

identified[5]. An energy audit can be analogically compared to a doctor diagnosing a

patient before prescribing any effectual treatments. Similarly, an energy audit must be

performed on a building to determine its current conditions prior to any feasible

energy saving measures to be carried out. An auditor has to collect comprehensive

information by examining invoices and meters, measuring HVAC systems, as well as

consulting relevant staff members to proceed with an audit[3]. Energy audits can be

achieved in a number of ways, but the ultimate aim is to discover chances to reduce

costs and ensure occupant comfort.

A first rough division of parameters affecting a building energy balance consists of

the following three parts and subdivision:

1.Transport of energy through the building envelope

- Transmission through walls, roof, floor, windows and doors

- Heat transport due to air infiltration

- Solar radiation through windows

2. Activities or equipment which generates internal heat
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- Heat generated by people

- Heat generated by lighting and equipment

3. Energy supplied to maintain the desired indoor climate

- Heat supply during periods with heat deficits

- Heat removal during periods with heat surplus

- Ventilation air

- Domestic hot water heating[7]

2.22.22.22.2 BuildingBuildingBuildingBuilding EnvelopeEnvelopeEnvelopeEnvelope

The building envelope is the external structures of a building, including walls,

windows, doors and roofs, which separates outdoor climate from indoor climate. It is

where most of the insulations are attached and added. The degree of how well the

building envelope is insulated determines how large the heat transfer between interior

and exterior will be[1].

Improvements regarding air-tightness and thermal insulation have been made over

the years in favor of efficient energy performance. Modern buildings are constructed

air-tight, which means they need a mechanical support to ensure the air quality and

they need less heat to ensure the indoor thermal comfort. The wide spread use of

office equipment characterizes a modern building[11].
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2.32.32.32.3 BuildingsBuildingsBuildingsBuildings

2.3.12.3.12.3.12.3.1 IndoorIndoorIndoorIndoor ClimateClimateClimateClimate

All buildings are designed and constructed for certain purposes and services they must

fulfill. It is important that a building is cost-effective and environmentally friendly;

however, the priority is always to ensure its functions. An ideal indoor climate should

be disturbance-free. Indoor climate is a general term used to describe occupant

comfort created by the surroundings on both physical and psychological basis. The

main physical parameters affecting indoor environment quality are air speed,

temperature, relative humidity and quality[18].

2.3.22.3.22.3.22.3.2 ThermalThermalThermalThermal CCCClimatelimatelimatelimate

Thermal climate is in general people’s sense of well-being in a thermal sense.[1]. A

building consists of thermally comfortable spaces for people to dwell in against an

undesired outdoor environment. Therefore, a great deal of energy has to be

ceaselessly used for this purpose. In order to satisfy thermal comfort and reduce

heating energy consumption in the meantime, building parameters affecting indoor

climate should be determined properly during the design stage[15]. Four main factors

that influence the thermal climate of a building are: the properties and of the building

structure, the activities happening in it, the outdoor temperature and its HVAC

system[7].

The room temperature is determined by the heat transfer through the building
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envelope from inside to outside and the internal heat generation. The heat storage

capacity of the building structure and the activities going on inside cause a varying

amount of heat that must be removed or supplied[7]. It is very rare that a desired

indoor climate would form by itself, thus an HVAC system has to be installed with

tasks to remove heat if there is a heat surplus or supply heat if there is a heat deficit

and remove contaminants in the room air. Those factors in combination contribute to

the load the HVAC system has to deal with.

2.3.32.3.32.3.32.3.3 HeatHeatHeatHeat DeficitDeficitDeficitDeficit andandandand HeatHeatHeatHeat SurplusSurplusSurplusSurplus

The room temperature will eventually reaches thermal equilibrium with the outdoor

temperature without internal heat, or a cooling or heating facility to supply or remove

heat. And in most cases this is not the indoor temperature we desire. If there are

restrictions imposed on the indoor temperature, an upper limit that is not to be

exceeded or an lower limit that is not to fall under, we will have to install a system to

ensure heat to be continuously introduced in to compensate for the heat deficit when a

certain degree of indoor temperature has to be maintained against a very cold outdoor

temperature. Conversely, heat surplus has to be removed if the indoor temperature

exceeds an upper limit. The increasingly improved thermal insulation technologies in

buildings have landed a more important role on heat gain in the thermal balance of a

building[17].
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2.42.42.42.4 EnergyEnergyEnergyEnergy BalanceBalanceBalanceBalance

Energy can be supplied and consumed in different ways for different purposes. When

making a generalization, the energy balance can be expressed as the picture below

Figure 2.4.1：Energy Balance [2]

According to the Second Law of Thermodynamics, heat flows spontaneously from a

material at a higher temperature to the one at a lower temperature. Therefore, in the

presence of a difference between indoor temperature and outdoor temperature heat

may be lost to the outside since indoor temperature is warmer than outdoor

temperature.

Heat losses through building envelop consist of transmission loss through walls,

windows, roof, ground and so forth. Ventilation losses are divided into two different

types: mechanical ventilation losses and natural ventilation losses, and finally heat
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losses of hot top water.

Correspondingly, heat supplied to compensate for the heat losses from the building

consists of solar radiation, heating system and internal heat which includes heat from

equipment, lighting and people in the building.

Since the school is in Sweden where the climate is very low most of time the

cooling system can be generally neglected.

An equation can be used to express the energy balance shown above:

heatingrad watertap hotvent natvent mecstran PPPPPPP ++=+++ int

Where,

transP
： Heat losses to transmission through the building envelope [W]

 ventmecP ： Mechanical ventilation losses [W]

 waterhot tapP
： Heat demand for domestic hot water [W]

nat ventP ：Heat losses due to infiltration and air leakage [W]

heatingP ：Space heating [W]

radP ：Heat gained by solar radiation through the windows [W]

intP ： Internal heat from occupants, the consumption of electrical equipments and

lighting [W]
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Figure 2.4.2: Heat losses and heat incoming through the building envelope

2.52.52.52.5 TransmissionTransmissionTransmissionTransmission LossesLossesLossesLosses

Temperature and pressure differences between the outdoor air and indoor air result in

a transfer of heat through the building envelope, through the window frames, door

cracks. Heat is lost to outside by transmission due to temperature differences and

infiltration through air leakages. Infiltration means that a large amount of outdoor air

enters so extra heat has to be supplied to heat the relatively cold air to the indoor

temperature[1]. The insulating properties and the air-tightness of the envelope

determine how much heat will be exchanged. The heat flows are approximately

proportional to the temperature differences.

Heat losses of transmission:

)( outintrans TTAUP −∗∗Σ=

Where,
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U: U value, which is the transmission coefficient for different building materials

[ C°⋅2W/m ];

A: area [ 2m ];

inT : Indoor temperature [ C° ];

outT : Outdoor temperature [ C° ];

Now, we use Q to denote energy consumption for a period of time. These can be

described as

degree

0 0 outin

qA)U(Q

dt)TA)(TU( dtPQ

∗∗=

∗−∗=∗= ∫ ∫
Σ

Σ
τ τ

Where,

degreeq : is the degree-hours ( year/Ch° ), which we can get from the degreeq table at

appendix 1.

This equation is composed of walls, roofs, doors, windows and floors. U-values for

different materials are different. In this case, the heat losses from the wall of basement,

which is the first floor, ought to be reckoned with special care. We divide the wall in

to two parts. One part is above the ground, the other part below the ground.

Consequently, the U-value of this wall has two different values.

Depending on the U-value of the part above the ground and how deep it is below the

ground we can get the U-value of the part below the ground from the picture below:
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Figure 2.5.1: Different parts of U-value underground

In this case, the side facade of the building is rendered as below. We measure the both

heights to get the average depth underground. The slanting line represents the actual

horizon.

Figure 2.5.2: sketch of the inclined ground
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2.62.62.62.6 MechanicalMechanicalMechanicalMechanical VentilationVentilationVentilationVentilation LossesLossesLossesLosses

Ventilation is basically the exchange of air in a closed space[1]. It supplies the room

with clean air and removes pollutants to satisfy occupants’ needs. It also supply or

remove heat to a room to maintain a comfortable temperature. But its first task is

always to remove pollutants to maintain an acceptable level of cleanliness.

Conventional ventilation systems are based on mechanical components (pumps,

compressors, blowers) that consume electric power. Although these systems are

effective, their construction and operation is expensive[16].

The size of the air flow is determined by the requirements placed on the air quality

and the thermal climate, and by the internal heat and internal generation of pollutants.

If the internal pollutants generation and requirements regarding air quality are

dominating, the air flow is determined by the removal of pollutants, as is the case of

classrooms where kids have their lessons.

If the removal of surplus heat is the main purpose, for which the air flow is much

larger than that needed for removing pollutants, the air flow will be determined by the

heat surplus[1].

In the kitchen equipped with extraction hoods to remove soot when cooking the air

flow is usually larger than those needed for air quality and removing heat, it will

determine the design air flows.
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2.6.12.6.12.6.12.6.1 HeatHeatHeatHeat RRRRecoveryecoveryecoveryecovery

The ventilation heat losses are usually determined by the temperature difference of the

air entering the building and the air leaving it. Heat demand for ventilation can be

reduced by a heat recovery system which reclaims heat that otherwise would be

dissipated with exhaust air. A heat exchanging device eliminates the risk that the

exhaust air and supply air should come into direct contact. The rate of heat recovery is

based on the efficiency and running time data for the heat exchanger[1]. An

unintentional heat flow from the room into the exchanging unit may occur when the

temperature of the heat exchanger is lower than the surrounding temperature. This

heat flow reduces the heat recovery effect and should be kept small by an appropriate

unit construction and particularly by appropriate unit insulation[13].

In a recuperative heat exchanger the two flows are separated by a solid barrier,

which serves as a heat exchanging surface. For an indirect recuperative system, a

coiled loop containing a working fluid is employed to heat the cold flow by

recovering heat from the hot one. Those two flows can then be quite parted and

immune to cross-contamination. Its efficiency ranges from 0.5 to 0.6. For a direct

recuperative system, a piece of device is placed in the intersection of the two flows,

the limitation being that these two fluids have to be in close vicinity. The efficiency is

higher, around 0.6-0.7, but there is a risk of leakages[1].
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Figure 2.6.1: Rotary heat exchanger [3]

In a regenerative heat exchanger, with which the school is equipped, hot and cold

fluids pass a heat transferring material alternately. The efficiency is in the range of

0.7-0.8, but there is an unavoidable portion of leakages of exhaust air into the supply

air[1].

Figure 2.6.2: Three different types of heat exchanger [1]
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Using the formula we calculate heat losses due to ventilation system.

）（）（ 8760/hq1CVQ degreepvent mec ∗∗−∗∗∗= ηρ

V: air flow (m³/s)

ρ : Density of air (1.237kg/m³) at the standard atmospheric pressure and at the

temperature 20 °C.

pC
: Specific heat capacity of the air (1.012J/kg°C) at the standard atmospheric

pressure and at the temperature 20 °C.

degreeq : Degree hours for a year (°Ch/year)

h : hours for ventilation system in use

2.72.72.72.7 NaturalNaturalNaturalNatural VentilationVentilationVentilationVentilation LossesLossesLossesLosses

Natural ventilation mostly is the air leakage through window frames, joints and door

cracks, due to the differences between supply and extract air flow rates, resulting in

local pressure differences that cause air leakage through cracks in the building

envelope[13]. It is determined by the air-tightness of the building envelope. The losses

are calculated from the energy balance.

2.82.82.82.8 HotHotHotHot TapTapTapTapWaterWaterWaterWater

The domestic hot water is provided to the customers by district heating networks in

Sweden. But there are circumstances where water is electrically heated and stored in

accumulator tanks. Rarely do equipments require hot water to operate, so hot tap

water is mostly consumed by individuals that present in the building.
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According to the formula of hot tap water, we can get the heat losses from hot tap

water supply:

3600
1TTCmQ gs waterp watertap hot ∗−∗∗= ）（

m: the mass flow of water(kg)

 waterpC : the specific heat of the water which is 4190(J/kg•°C)

Ts: temperature of supply water (°C) which is 55 °C[6]

Tg: temperature of ground water (°C) which is 5 °C[6] . It is considered the mean

temperature of Gävle.

2.92.92.92.9 InternalInternalInternalInternal HeatHeatHeatHeat

Internal heat is obviously the heat that is generated internally in the building envelope.

It consists of heat generated by occupants and their activities, lighting and equipments

that consume and convert electricity into heat.

2.9.12.9.12.9.12.9.1 HeatHeatHeatHeat ReleasedReleasedReleasedReleased fromfromfromfrom OccupantsOccupantsOccupantsOccupants

Metabolism is a series of complex chemical reactions that take place in human body

in order to maintain life[1], during which heat energy is released. The more active a

person is, the greater his metabolism is and thus the more energy he generates in the

form of heat. The unit of metabolism is the met. One met is equivalent to 58 W/m²,

which is the metabolism of a single person at rest. People emit heat by convection,

radiation and transpiration[1].

People generate heat in two ways: the free heat released from human bodies
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influence the temperature and the latent heat exhaled in the form of water vapor

influences the relative humidity in the room air rather than the temperature.[1]

Table 2.9.1 levels of activity and their corresponding metabolic rate [7]

ActivityActivityActivityActivity MetabolicMetabolicMetabolicMetabolic raterateraterate

metmetmetmet 2/W m

Seated. Relaxed 1.0 58

Sedentary activity 1.2 70

Standing, light activity 1.6 93

Standing, medium activity 2.0 116

Walking 2 km/h 1.9 110

Walking 5 km/h 3.4 220

Figure 2.9.1 Metabolism rate[4]

The heat generated by human can be calculated on the assumption that an adult of

Scandinavian descent has a surface area of 1.77 m² and a surface area of 1.33m² for a

child.[8]
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And we can use the equation below:

hours workingarea cebody surfarate metabolism people of numberQpeople ∗∗∗=

2.9.22.9.22.9.22.9.2 HeatHeatHeatHeat ReleasedReleasedReleasedReleased fromfromfromfrom LightingLightingLightingLighting

Lighting is of great relevance in a commercial building as to how well it will live up

to its services. And the lights in a room consume electricity and generate heat, making

it one of the main sources of internal heat surplus. Lighting ought to be treated with

care when dealing with energy balance of a building. Development of energy efficient

lighting technologies, as well as the increase of knowledge on the efficient integration

of daylight in buildings, permits important energy conservations[11].

2.9.32.9.32.9.32.9.3 HeatHeatHeatHeat ReleasedReleasedReleasedReleased fromfromfromfrom EquipmentEquipmentEquipmentEquipment

Apart from lighting, electrical equipment accounts for a considerable proportion of

internal heat surplus. According to the schedule of their usage, their influence is taken

into consideration in the energy balance equation.

hoursnconsumptionumbersQequipment ∗∗=

2.9.42.9.42.9.42.9.4 HeatHeatHeatHeat SSSStoragetoragetoragetorage inininin thethethethe BuildingBuildingBuildingBuilding SSSStructuretructuretructuretructure

The building structures absorb radiation energy from the sun, lights and people.
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When the room temperature is comparatively warmer the heat will be stored in the

building materials, and when it gets colder heat will be released from those materials.

The phenomenon of releasing and absorbing balances out the fluctuation caused by

temperature variations in the room. A pronounced discrepancy lies in between the day

and night. This interaction between heat and surfaces in contact with room air goes on

round the clock. The quantity of heat that is stored in layers depends on the thermal

capacities of the materials that have been used[1].

It is the properties of surfaces adjacent to the air that are most influential on the

heat exchange with room air. Insulations between the air and the surfaces will

certainly reduce this heat exchange. Heat stored in the building structure is

disregarded in the energy balance.

2.102.102.102.10 SolarSolarSolarSolar RadiationRadiationRadiationRadiation

The solar radiation enters the room through windows and turns into heat as soon as it

falls on a solid opaque surface and causes an increase in temperature of the surface,

which in turn releases heat by convection into the room. Light masses release the heat

very soon after absorbing while heavy masses such as walls, floors and ceilings emit

heat much later. Solar radiation contributes largely to the heat surplus in the summer

and has a big influence on the energy balance. Nowadays, especially non-residential

buildings are more tightly constructed, leaving little opportunity to make use of the

heat energy. Usually large, south-orienting windows have to be shaded in order to
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reject excessive solar radiation into the building.

The magnitude of solar radiation a building receives depends on its type of window,

cloudy factor, shading factor, location and orientation.

 value calculate norientatio

factorcloudy factor nCalculatioAreaQ type windowwindowradiation solar

∗

∗∗=

We measure the orientation of the building and compare with the picture below:

Figure 2.10.1 Angles of Orientation[6]
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Window type:

The picture below indicate solar radiation through different type of window have

different calculation factors

Figure 2.10.2 Different U-value of different type of windows[6]

In the Brynässkloan, all the windows are normally 2-glass. The data can be found in

appendix 3.
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The windows can be classified by how they are installed. There are two types of

window, one is called the 0 type and the second one is the 10 type.

We can see how it looks like from the picture:

Figure 2.10.3 two types of window, one is called 0 type and the second one is 10 type.

Cloudy factor:

The cloudy factor is referred to for the very purpose that weather variation should be

taken into account. It can be found in the Appendix 3.

2.112.112.112.11 DistrictDistrictDistrictDistrict HHHHeating:eating:eating:eating:

A district heating system consists of one or multiple thermal power plants producing

heat, a piping network circulating a working fluid and a heat exchanger installation[3].
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Combining two functions, heat production and electricity generation, forms a

cogeneration system also known as a combined heat and power system, a CHP plant.

CHP plants have proved to be popular in northern part of Europe.

CHP plants are of a variety of scales. Large ones may supply heat for a whole

municipal area via district heating systems, while small ones may serve a single

building. Larger CHP plants utilize gas or steam turbines as primary moves, while

small-scale stations use built-in engines.

A district heating system utilizes heat from a cogeneration system, or sometimes a

single boiler. Both produce heat by burning fuels, mainly fossil fuels, which is still a

very common practice to obtain heat. An energy carrier fluid, usually water or steam,

is heated up in a centralized power station. And then a turbine pumps up the carrier

fluid into the district heating networks which spread heat to subscribers. The water

reaches consumers by passing through heat exchangers (one is for heating and the

other is for tap water). And radiators are commonly used to transport heat to

individual rooms[3].

A district heating system is advantageous in its flexibility to utilize alternative

heating, such as heat pump, solar energy and industrial waste energy; hence it’s more

effective and economic in terms of the total efficiency.
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Figure 2.11.1 District Heating Sketch
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3.3.3.3. CALCULATIONCALCULATIONCALCULATIONCALCULATION ANDANDANDAND RESULTSRESULTSRESULTSRESULTS

Below are the results of calculation.

3.13.13.13.1 TransmissionTransmissionTransmissionTransmission LossesLossesLossesLosses

As discussed in theory part, we can calculate the transmission losses by the formula:

degreeqA)U(Q ∗∗= Σ

By the blueprint of Brynässkolan provided by Mrs. Jaana we can calculate the area of

each constructing part of the building. The areas of windows, doors and walls are

calculated separately because, apparently, they are of different materials with different

U-values.

Table 3.1.1: Areas of the building:

W (m²) E (m²) S (m²) N (m²) Total (m²)
Window 293.2 544.03 111.06 110.17 1058.46

Door 17.28 14.36 NO NO 31.64
Wall(above) 1729.54 1327.14 353.77 357.145 3767.595
Wall(below) 272.19 183.138 44.935 41.0685 541.3315

Floor 1442.82 1442.82
Roof 1590.35 1590.35

The insulation capacity of the building materials also affects the heat losses though

the building envelope.

The walls are divided into two parts for they have different U-values for each. In

the case, the situation is much more complicated because not the four corners of the

building are on the same horizontal level. One of them is lower than the others; in

other words, it has more area of the walls which it belongs to that is exposed to the air
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rather than being buried under the earth.

Figure 3.1.1 Sketch of the foundation of the building

The black lines represent the actual geometry of the base of the school building

while the red ones represent the hypothesized situation where the four lines are on the

same surface as in a cube.

Therefore, we treat this differently. As mentioned in the theory part, the U-value of

the wall above the earth is different from the one below the earth. It is due to the

different heights of the walls below the ground that we should calculate the wall

below the ground for the four different sides and deal with two different U-values.

One is read by height 2.15m and the other one is read by mean value of height 2.15m

and 1.78m.

But in this picture, the difference is very slight so we can ignore it. Therefore, we

read the U- value of all the side of the wall below ground by height 2m.

The y-axis represents the actual U-value of a material that is exposed to the air and

the x-axis represents the U-value of this particular material when buried underground.

By the depth-curve we are able to convert an underground U-value into an
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above-ground U-value. In this similar way, we obtained the U-value of the

underground walls.

Figure 3.1.2 U-value of the part underground[6]

So we have the table of the U-value.

Table 3.1.2 U-value of building envelop[6]

Building envelope U-value

Window 2.9

Door 1.0

Wall (above) 1.0

Wall (below) 0.7

Floor 0.6

Roof 0.5
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The heat losses depend on the temperature difference between indoor and outdoor

temperature. When the temperature difference increases the heat losses will increase

as a consequence.

Outdoor temperature varies all the time so we use the annual mean outdoor

temperature of Gävle, which is 5°C, in the calculation with the indoor temperature

being 21°C (The annual outdoor temperature of Gävle is in appendix 1).

degreeq is degree hours (°Ch/year) per year. Based on indoor temperature and mean

outdoor temperature we can obtain the degreeq according to the degreeq chart in

appendix 1.

Having attained all the information we needed, we can calculate the transmission

losses through the building envelope.

Table 3.1.3 Transmission losses through the building envelop

U-value(W/m²•°C) Area(m²) q degree(°Ch/year) Q(kWh)

Window 2.9 1058.43 127300 390740.6
Door 1.0 31.64 127300 4027.77
Floor 0.6 1442.82 127300 110202.59
Roof 0.5 1590.35 127300 101225.78

Wall(above) 1.0 3767.595 127300 479614.84
Wall(below) 0.7 541.3315 127300 48238.05

Total 1134049.63
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Figure 3.1.3 Pie chart of transmission losses

3.23.23.23.2 MechanicalMechanicalMechanicalMechanical VentilationVentilationVentilationVentilation LossesLossesLossesLosses

We have utilized three instruments during our measuring in the school.

TSITSITSITSI VelociCalcVelociCalcVelociCalcVelociCalc plusplusplusplus is a multi-functional device capable of measuring air velocity,

pressure, relative humidity, temperature and volume flow rate. Also it has the

capability to store readings and calculate average value. The humidity, temperature

and velocity sensors are positioned in the tip of the telescoping probe which, when in

contact with target object, gives out readings. When measuring velocity, the probe has

to be placed perpendicular to the direction of the flow. Functions can be selected by

pressing bottoms on the panel. It was used during the measurement of airflow velocity

in aggregate rooms and the pressure drop in classrooms in the fourth floor where other

similar instruments are inapplicable due to the irregular geometry of grills and

registers.
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Figure 3.2.1 TSI VelociCalc plus

SwemaSwemaSwemaSwema flowflowflowflow 230230230230 can be applied in measuring supply and exhaust grills and registers in

individual rooms. It has a range from 1l/s to 60l/s. A net of hot wires captures flows

with high accuracy. It can measure only exhaust air without the prolonging hood on.

By adding the hood it is able to measure both exhaust and supply air. Calibration has

to be done every time prior to a measurement to make sure that it works ideally.

Figure 3.2.2 Swema flow 230
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TSI-AccuBALANCETSI-AccuBALANCETSI-AccuBALANCETSI-AccuBALANCE can be used to measure even larger air flow with a range from

15l/s to 1000l/s. And a larger hood makes it possible to enclose grills with larger

opening. It is easy to operate and can be applied to a range of diverse applications. It

is capable of both supply and exhaust airflows. Readings can be directly obtained

from digital display.

Figure 3.2.3 TSI-AccuBALANCE

We measure the supply air and the exhaust air in all the aggregate rooms and also

every single exhaust and supply grill in all the individual rooms so that we can check

whether or not the sum of the individual grills is consistent with the ventilation rates

of the aggregate rooms.

By a series of measurement of the ventilation system, we have the results presented

below. Other detailed data of each room is presented in the appendix 2.
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Table 3.2.1 results of measurement of the ventilation system

Supply Air (l/s) Exhaust Air (l/s)
First Floor 834.6 580.6

Second Floor 1380.6 1231.2
Third Floor 1505.7 1318.8
Forth Floor 2176.7 2154.5
Fifth Floor 1809.2 2614.2

Total 7706.8 7899.3

The ventilation run-time we assumed is from 7:00 to 18:00 on every working day.

Excluding vacations means ventilation system works about 36 weeks. It's about 1980

hours in a year.

The efficiency of heat recovery is 70% (η)[6]. As we have all the information, the heat

losses can be calculated:

KWh1.379820Wh7.079820314Q
)8760/1980(127300)7.01(10002.1)1000/8.7706(Q

8760/hq1CVQ

vent mec

vent mec

degreepvent mec

==
∗∗−∗∗∗=

∗∗−∗∗∗= ）（）（ ηρ

Also we have to know if the ventilation rate is enough for the building. We have to

calculate how much time it takes to ventilate all the air again. It should be at least

more than 0.35 1/s•m² ≈0.5 ch/h for residential buildings, meaning half of the air in a

building should be ventilated in an hour as a standard. As a non-residential building

like the Brynässkolan, the required ventilation rate could be higher.

The total supply air in the school is 7706.8l/s. And the area we can read is 5808 m²

2
2 ms/l33.1

m 5808
l/s .87706

⋅=

h/ch29.1h/.5ch0
ms/l35.0
ms/l3.31

2

2

≈=×
⋅
⋅
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The result indicates we can change the air in the building 2 times in an hour.

3.33.33.33.3 NaturalNaturalNaturalNatural VVVVentilationentilationentilationentilation LossesLossesLossesLosses

As we know, natural ventilation is hard to measure. By using the formula of energy

balance we can calculate natural ventilation:

KWh7.8407703Q

120750031266.61013342.3624661.3260732
2.441725Q31.798203.61134049

QQQQQ
QQQQ

QQQQQQQ

vent nat

vent nat

heatingequipmentlightingpeoplerad

 watertap hotvent natvent mectrans

heatingintrad watertap hotvent natvent mectrans

=

++++=
+++

++++=

+++

++=+++

3.43.43.43.4 EnergyEnergyEnergyEnergy fromfromfromfrom InternalInternalInternalInternal HeatHeatHeatHeat GenerationGenerationGenerationGeneration

3.4.13.4.13.4.13.4.1 HeatHeatHeatHeat RRRReleasedeleasedeleasedeleased fromfromfromfrom PPPPeopleeopleeopleeople

Heat released from people is associated with body surface area, activity level and time.

Generally speaking, body surface area for an adult is 1.77 m2 and 1.33 m2 for a

child[8]. Metabolic rate increases as activity level increases. It describes the rate at

which a body converts chemical energy into heat and releases it from human body. A
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sitting relaxed person has 1Met (1Met =58W/m²) and an active person is about 4 Met

and for a teacher who is standing, light activity is about 1.6 met.

In the Brynässkolan, there are 278 students and 40 staffs. Study time is from 8:00

to 14:00 during which all kids and teachers are in the school building. But perhaps

half of them will be playing outside during 14:00 to 17:30 for their activity time.

So according to the equation we can calculate the heat generated from people in the

building.

hours workingarea cebody surfarate metabolism people of numberQpeople ∗∗∗=

As described above, we can get a table below:

Table 3.4.1 Heat generated from people at study time

Table 3.4.2 Heat generated from people at activity time

14:00-17:30 activity time

Number
Metabolic
rate(met)

Heat release
(W/m²)

Body surface area
(m²)

Time
(h/year)

Heat generated
(kWh/year)

Student 139 4 232 1.33 630 27020.60

8:00-14:00 study time

Number
Metabolic
rate(met)

Heat release
(W/m²)

Body surface area
(m²)

Time
(h/year)

Heat generated
(kWh/year)

Student 278 1 58 1.33 1080 23160.51

Staff 40 1.6 93 1.77 1080 7111.15
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Staff 20 4 232 1.77 630 5174.06

* There are 8760h (52 weeks) in one year. The holidays are subtracted from the hours

when the occupants are present.

Working time every day is multiplied by 5 days in a week and times 36 weeks.

Total heat generated from people in the building

Table 3.4.3 Heat generated from people at the building

3.4.23.4.23.4.23.4.2 HeatHeatHeatHeat fromfromfromfrom LightingLightingLightingLighting

Light is an important contributor to internal heat. The use of lighting is very irregular

in terms of when they are on. We synchronize the use of lighting with the work

schedule of school staffs by making a simplified assumption regarding the lighting

schedule that lights are on as long as rooms are occupied. Also accomplished is the

counting and categorizing of different bulbs installed in every room.

The table is the lighting of the school we accounted.

Time period Student (kWh/year) Staff (kWh/year) Total (kWh/year)

8:00-14:00 study time 23160.51 7111.15 30271.66

14:00-17:30 activity time 27020.60 5174.06 32194.66

Total 50181.11 12285.21 62466.32
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Table 3.4.4 Amount of lights in the building

Incandescent bulb Fluorescent bulb
40W 60W 100W 11W 14W 15W 16W 18W 36W 40W

1th floor 2 16 6 17 2 3 216 20
2th floor 12 10 2 278
3th floor 7 13 4 358
4th floor 30 13 90 12 295
5th floor 6 46 182

Total 2 71 6 99 92 6 12 3 1329 20

We can use this formula to calculate the heat from lighting:

hourspowernumbersQele ∗∗=

We assume that the electricity-heat conversion rate is 100%.

Table 3.4.5 Heat from Lighting

Power (W) Number Hours (h) Heat (KWh/year)

Incandescen
t bulb

40W 2 1800 144
60W 71 1800 7668
100W 6 1800 1080

Fluorescent
bulb

11W 99 1800 1960.2
14W 92 1800 2318.4
15W 6 1800 162
16W 12 1800 345.6
18W 3 1800 97.2
36W 1329 1800 86119.2
40W 20 1800 1440

Total 101334.6

3.4.33.4.33.4.33.4.3 HeatHeatHeatHeat RRRReleasedeleasedeleasedeleased fromfromfromfrom EquipmentEquipmentEquipmentEquipment

There are many kinds of domestic electric appliances in the school, of whose

operating power and the run-time are of wide range. It is difficult to take account of

all of them. So we only consider the most energy-consuming ones that will have a
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relatively visible impact on the energy balance. Therefore, the calculation value may

deviate compared with the actual situation.

First, we assume the fridges are working round the clock; therefore the working

hour is 8760 h.

Computers are only used when people are working, which is about 8 hours a day

and five days of a week. Then eliminating all the holiday leaves 36 week a year. So

the working hours of computers are 8*5*36=1440 h in total.

The working time of Micro ovens varies. They are used everyday in the morning

and during lunchtime. So we assume it is about 1 hour a day for our calculation. So

the working hour is 1*5*36=180 h.

Table 3.4.6 Heat Released from equipment

Power（W） Number Hours (h)
Heat

(KWh/year)
Fridge 180 15 8760 23652

Computers 150 24 1440 5184
Micro oven 1500 9 180 2430

Total 31266

3.4.43.4.43.4.43.4.4 InternalInternalInternalInternal HeatHeatHeatHeat

After completing the calculation of internal heat, the constituents of it are

demonstrated in a pie chart. Lighting contributes the most to the internal heat,

implying a big potential in saving electric energy. Heat generation of human body

comes in second place, which we could not make any change on.
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Figure 3.4.1 Pie Chart of Internal Heat

3.53.53.53.5 HeatHeatHeatHeat fromfromfromfrom SSSSolarolarolarolar RRRRadiationadiationadiationadiation

As mentioned previously, solar radiation depends on types of window pane, cloudy

factor, shading factor, location and orientation. Solar radiation is a major resource of

heat supply to the building and is unevenly distributed throughout the year, which

results in a certain degree of complexity in calculation and makes it difficult to make

use of. Excessive solar radiation can become problematic in the summer when it is too

hot indoor, especially for air-tight buildings. Sun-shading or drape can be adopted to

block sunlight as much as possible to avoid such a problem and maintain a pleasant

thermal climate. We can see the orientation from the figure below. The angle of the

school can be approximately regarded as being due north.
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Figure 3.5.1 orientation of the school [9]

In this case, windows are of type 0. We can get the calculate value by referring to the

table in appendix 3.

Listed below is the window type and calculate values.
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Table 3.5.1 Solar Radiation Value

Month
Window

type
Calculate value (Wh/m²)

Latitude
60°N

N E S W
-180 -90 0 90

January 0 130 550 2710 550
February 0 370 1550 4880 1550
March 0 730 3050 6320 3050
April 0 1350 4750 6410 4750
May 0 2350 5630 5730 5630
June 0 3210 6190 5460 6190
July 0 2830 5960 5580 5960

August 0 1700 5020 5970 5020
September 0 900 3520 6130 3520

October 0 510 2110 5620 2110
November 0 200 840 3480 840
December 0 80 350 2030 350

Table 3.5.2Areas of windows facing different orientations

Orientation Window area(m²)
W 90 293.2
E -90 544.0

N -180 110.17
S 0 111.06

The weather is constantly varying. We need to consider the cloudy days of months.

Therefore, we take this factor into calculation. We should take notice that no cloudy

factor from June to August. It does not mean no cloudy days during this period as

Sweden is located in a high latitude place, most of the time it’s very cold. So we only

consider heating in this case as the period of summer is hot enough. The cloudy factor

can be found in appendix 3.
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We can calculate the heat gain by solar radiation by this formula:

 value calculate norientatio
factorcloudy factor nCalculatioAreaQ type windowwindowradiation solar

∗

∗∗=

There is no need to consider the period from middle of May to middle of September

when it comes to the heat gain from solar radiation during this period. The tables of

listed solar radiation of windows facing different directions are in appendix 3.

This table is heat gain by solar radiation.

Table 3.5.3heat gain by solar radiation

Total
Month N -180 S 0 E -90 W 90
January 159.83 3358.85 3339.07 1799.66
February 447.41 5948.70 9254.96 4988.15
March 1156.82 10096.12 23865.93 12863.04
April 2070.31 9909.57 35969.28 19386.38
May 1957.28 4810.99 23154.16 12479.41
June 0 0 0 0
July 0 0 0 0

August 0 0 0 0
Septembe

r
690.10 4738.35 13327.56 7183.17

October 710.65 7894.34 14517.88 7824.71
Novembe

r
222.10 3895.81 4606.16 2482.58

Decembe
r

93.99 2404.22 2030.43 1094.34

Total 7508.49 53056.95 130065.43 70101.44 260732.31
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3.63.63.63.6 DistrictDistrictDistrictDistrict HHHHeatingeatingeatingeating

In this audit, the data used for district heating is based on the consumption data of

2008 and 2009 which are offered by Gavle Fastigheter’s Jaana Kokko in the appendix

4. It is hypothesized that the district heating consumption is the average value of the

district heating consumption of the previous two years. The data of district heating

consumption is granted by Gavle Fastigheter. Special care has to be taken when

reading from the district heating consumption report. A year can be classified as a hot

year or a cold year according to some standards, for which the value of every year’s

consumption ought to be corrected to a normal year value.

In this audit, the data used for district heating is based on the consumption data of

2008 and 2009 which are offered by Gavle Fastigheter’s Jaana Kokko

2008

Table 3.6.1 district heating consumption 2008

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Total(MWh)
184 168 143 105 43.9 23.1 5.1 14.3 44.2 92 149 183 1155
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Figure 3.6.1 Histogram of district heating 2008

2009

Table 3.6.2 district heating consumption 2009

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Total(MWh)
200 180 165 119 70.4 26.6 8.4 12.3 72.1 113 133 160 1260

Figure 3.6.2 Histogram of district heating 2009
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The average value of 2008 and 2009 is what we are using to calculate in this project.

Table 3.6.3 The average value of district heating consumption of 2008 and 2009

2008(MWh) 2009(MWh) Average(MWh)

Jan 184 200 192

Feb 168 180 174

Mar 143 165 154

Apr 105 119 112

May 43.9 70.4 57.15

Jun 23.1 26.6 24.85

Jul 5.1 8.4 6.75

Aug 14.3 12.3 13.3

Sep 44.2 72.1 58.15

Oct 92 113 102.5

Nov 149 133 141

Dec 183 160 171.5

Total(MWh) 1155 1260 1207.5

Figure 3.6.3 Histogram of the average value of district heating consumption of 2008

and 2009
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3.73.73.73.7 HotHotHotHot TTTTapapapapWWWWaterateraterater

The data of water consumption in appendix 5 is from Gavle Fastigheter’s Jaana

Kokko. Since the water consumption for 2010 is still to be determined yet, we use the

average value of 2008 and 2009.

Table 3.7.1: The average value of hot tap water consumption of 2008 and 2009

2008(m³) 2009(m³) Average (m³)
Jan 227 149 188
Feb 188 153 170.5
Mar 228 163 195.5
Apr 214 148 181
May 237 163 200
Jun 200 119 159.5
Jul 189 119 154

Aug 337 119 228
Sep 348 186 267
Oct 313 205 259
Nov 212 224 218
Dec 152 187 169.5

Total (m³) 2845 1935 2390

The hot tap water consumption accounts for about 30% of total water consumption as

suggested by Mr. Roland. Therefore the hot tap water consumption is

2390 m³*30 %= 717 m³=717*1000 kg. Then the temperature of ground water is about

5 °C and the temperature of supply water is 55 °C.

We can calculate the heat losses from hot tap water according to the information we

have.
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The completed energy balance equation indicates how much energy is transferred into

the building and where it has gone. This equation is indicative of where we can make

progress towards.

Table 3.8.1: Energy Balance

Heat Losses(KWh) Heat In(KWh)
Transmission Losses 1134049.63 Solar Radiation 260732.31

Mechanical Ventilation Losses 79820.31 District Heating 1207500

Natural Ventilation Losses 407703.87
Heat Produced From

People
62466.32

Heat For Hot Tap Water 41725.42
Heat Released From

Lighting
101334.6

Heat Released From
Equipment

31266

Total 1663299.23 Total 1663299.23

Figure 3.8.1 Histogram of heat losses and heat in
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Transmission losses easily stick out as the biggest energy losses. Natural ventilation

comes in second with 407703.87KWh, which appears to be unusually large. Given the

age of the school, however, and the relatively technically obsolete construction

technology when it was built, the result seems fair enough. Mechanical ventilation

losses come in third.

District heating is the major energy incoming. Solar radiation affects the energy

balance as well as a major source of heat incoming. It can also become problematic in

the summer when it is too warm indoor. Sun-shading or drapes can be adopted to

avoid such problem.
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4.4.4.4. DISCUSSIONDISCUSSIONDISCUSSIONDISCUSSION

The ultimate goal to perform an energy audit for the Brynässkolan is to know how

energy is consumed in each part and to see what we can do to save energy and create

a better indoor climate.

Based on the results of calculation we can see how largely each component

contributes to the energy losses. To reduce the losses is to reduce the energy needs.

Figure4.1 Pie chart of heat losses

There we can see from the pie chart that the biggest loss is caused by transmission. It

accounts for 68 percent of the total energy losses. It deserves a closer inspection.

Secondly, the natural ventilation losses are quite high. It is about 25 percent of the

total energy losses. The Brynässkolan was built in 1907, which implies a certain

degree of deterioration even though it might have gone through a couple of renovation

throughout its history. Furthermore, the air-tightness of the building may not so ideal.

And also it may have big air leakage due to poor insulation resulting from technical
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limits.

In addition to that the natural ventilation is little bit large, which may result from

subtracting all the holidays from the ventilation run-time in calculation. As a matter of

fact, some parts of the mechanical ventilation are still in operation even during the

holidays. This is the reason that the mechanical ventilation is smaller than it should be.

Correspondingly, the natural ventilation is higher than the actual situation.

Figure 4.2 Pie chart of heat in

The heat losses are counterbalanced by the heat in. Out of all the terms of heat

incomings we only pay for district heating. In other words, a decrease in the heat

losses will result in a corresponding decrease of the same amount in the heat gain.

And this decrease can be viewed as a cost saving from district heating.
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4.14.14.14.1 InsulatingInsulatingInsulatingInsulating thethethethe BuildingBuildingBuildingBuilding EnvelopeEnvelopeEnvelopeEnvelope

Figure 4.1.1 Pie Chart of Transmission Losses

4.1.14.1.14.1.14.1.1 IncreaseIncreaseIncreaseIncrease thethethethe InsulationInsulationInsulationInsulation ofofofof thethethetheWallWallWallWall

Heat losses through the wall are the biggest portion of the transmission losses. It

makes up for 46 % of the whole. To reduce the heat losses we can increase the

insulation of the wall, to lower the U-value. We reduce the U-value of the wall above

ground from 1.0 to 0.2. The U-value of the part of the wall below the ground has

become 0.15.

So the heat losses through the wall are

Table 4.1.1 heat losses after increase the insulation of the wall

U-value(W/m²•°C) Area(m²) q degree(°Ch/year) Q(KWh/year)

Wall(above) 0.2 3767.595 127300 95922.97
Wall(below) 0.15 541.3315 127300 10336.72
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Now we had saved energy 421593.2 KWh. 25 % of total energy is saved.

Consequently, we have saved 145520.22 SEK/year.

4.1.24.1.24.1.24.1.2 IncreaseIncreaseIncreaseIncrease thethethethe InsulationInsulationInsulationInsulation ofofofof thethethetheWindowWindowWindowWindow

All the windows of the Brynässkolan are of 2-glass, normally type which has a

U-value of 2.9 −3.0 and calculation factor 0.8. If we install the windows of 3-glass,

normally type which has U-value 1.9 −2.0 and calculation factor 0.72 instead, then:

Table 4.1.2 heat losses after increase the insulation of the window

U-value(W/m²•°C) Area(m²) q degree(°Ch/year) Q(KWh/year)

Window 1.9 1058.43 127300 256002.46

We reduce 134738.14 KWh heat losses through changing window type. Now 11%

energy was saved. And 46508.21SEK/year is saved.

4.1.34.1.34.1.34.1.3 IncreaseIncreaseIncreaseIncrease thethethethe InsulationInsulationInsulationInsulation ofofofof thethethethe RoofRoofRoofRoof

Increasing the insulation of the roof can also be an effective way to reduce heat losses

from transmission. We reduce the U-value from 0.5 to 0.15 by adding insulation.

Table 4.1.3 heat losses after increase the insulation of the roof

U-value(W/m²•°C) Area(m²) q degree(°Ch/year) Q(kWh/year)

Roof 0.15 1590.35 127300 30367.73

70858.05 KWh energy is saved per year, meaning saving 24458.07 SEK a year. Since

the heat losses though the roof are not so much, thus only 6% energy is saved.
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4.1.44.1.44.1.44.1.4 TotalTotalTotalTotal EnergyEnergyEnergyEnergy SavingSavingSavingSaving bybybyby InsulationInsulationInsulationInsulation thethethethe BuildingBuildingBuildingBuilding EnvelopEnvelopEnvelopEnvelop

Table 4.1.4 Total energy saving

Heat losses
before

improvement

Insulate the
wall

Change
windows

Insulate the
roof

Total energy
reduce

Energy
losses

(KWh/year)
1663299.23 1241706.03 1106967.89 1036109.84

Energy
reduce

(KWh/year)
421593.2 134738.14 70858.05 627189.39

Percent of
energy
saving

25% 11% 6% 38%

Energy cost
saving

(SEK/year)
145520.22 46508.21 24458.07 216487.17

The saving in energy cost each year is 216487.17SEK. We have to take the interest

rate and life cycle cost into consideration. The life cycle year is set to be 30 years and

the factor is 6% and the interest rate is 13.765. So, we have

216487.17*13.765=2979945.895 SEK (The chart we referred to is in the appendix 6).

This is the maximum amount that the total investment of renovation should be in

order to be beneficial for whoever undertakes projects. Although increasing energy

efficiency usually increases the costs of a building, the energy savings over the

service life of the building often offset these initial higher costs[12].
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4.24.24.24.2 ReduceReduceReduceReduce IIIIndoorndoorndoorndoor TTTTemperatureemperatureemperatureemperature

There is a way can save energy without cost money which is to lower the indoor

temperature. If we reduce the indoor temperature from 21 degree to 20 degree, there

would not have too much difference for occupants in the building. The 21q =127300

and the 20q =121300 which means 5 % energy will be save. We can save energy like

below,

Table 4.2.1 Energy saving after reduce indoor temperature
Originally energy
losses(KWh/year)

Energy saving
percentage

Energy saving
(KWh/year)

Transmission losses 506860.24 5 % 25343.01
Ventilation losses 79820.31 5 % 3991.02

Total energy saving 586680.55 5 % 29334.03

Now we have saved 29334.03 KWh/year of heat which means 5 % energy are

reduced. We also save 10125.22 SEK every year without any cost.

4.34.34.34.3 SolarSolarSolarSolar RadiationRadiationRadiationRadiation ChangeChangeChangeChange causedcausedcausedcaused bybybyby windowwindowwindowwindow changechangechangechange

Solar radiation can also be reduced by changing the window type. The calculation

factor ranging from 0.8 to 0.72, only makes a slight difference.

Table 4.3.1 Solar Rradiation reduced

Total

N -180 S 0 E -90 W 90

Solar radiation before
change the windows

7508.49 53056.95 130065.43 70101.44 260732.31

Solar radiation after
change the windows

6757.64 47751.27 117058.89 63091.31 234659.11
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Generally there are only heating systems in Sweden because during most of the

year it’s very cold here. When the summer comes, overheating problem may occur in

the building.

In order to solve this problem we suggest installing drapes and awnings. The

installation contributes very little to energy-saving and also refrains light coming into

rooms. But it can be a very good way to solve the overheating problem in the

buildings by refracting most of the radiation.

4.44.44.44.4 VentilationVentilationVentilationVentilation ImprovementImprovementImprovementImprovement

The lowest acceptable ventilation rate is 7 l/s per person for a normal building. The

total ventilation rate of the school we measured is 7706.8 l/s. Given the 318 people in

the school, the ventilation rate for each person is 7706.8/318=24.24 l/s. This result

appears to be quite good but in fact the ventilation in the Brynässkolan is not very

satisfactory as the staff informed us they are not satisfied with the ventilation. The air

feels not fresh and very dry. Actually we felt the same way during our measurement.

This discontent may be a consequence of contamination in the supply air

presumably due to leakage from the extract air to the supply air in the rotary heat

exchanger, causing an air quality problem. Another culprit is probably the filters,

which may have been dirty for a long time and whose efficiency may be very low. So

bad air enters the room and makes people feel uncomfortable inhaling it.
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4.54.54.54.5 NewNewNewNew EnergyEnergyEnergyEnergy BalanceBalanceBalanceBalance

Here below is the chart of a new energy balance after those improvements have

accomplished.

Table 4.5.1 New Heat Balance

Heat Losses(KWh) Heat In(KWh)
Transmission Losses 481517.23 Solar Radiation 234659.11

Mechanical Ventilation Losses 75829.29 District Heating 556664.59

Natural Ventilation Losses 387318.68
Heat Produced From

People
62466.32

Heat For Hot Tap Water 41725.42
Heat Released From

Lighting
101334.6

Heat Released From
Equipment

31266

Total 986390.62 Total 986390.62

Figure 4.5.1 Pie Chart of New Heat Losses

The transmission losses have greatly shrunk in the percentage chart and the

mechanical ventilation losses have been reduced as well, leaving the natural

ventilation losses appear even larger.
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Figure 4.5.2 Pie Chart of New Heat In

676908.61 KWh/year energy is saved. It is about 41% of total energy we have saved.

It means 235611.66 SEK is saved. The energy we have saved directly projects on the

energy incoming, resulting in a reduction in cost of district heating.

4.64.64.64.6 FutureFutureFutureFuture SSSStudytudytudytudy

One conjecture regarding the indoor air quality is that the likelihood that the building

material is emitting contaminants itself exists because the school is made of brick and

there is no moisture proof layer, which may give rise to mold problems after years of

use. The room air may be polluted by the emission. We suggest check on heat

exchangers and filters of the ventilation systems.

Lighting is a major consumer of electrical energy in office buildings[11]. We think it

would be a good idea to substitute the incandescent and fluorescent bulbs to LED

bulbs. LED bulbs are characterized by high efficiency, extremely low electricity
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consumption and long life span. They are recyclable and environmental. Still, LED

lamps are in their early stage of development. Flaws like high initial cost, the brighter

the light the lower the efficiency do exist.

Lift is another big electric energy consuming facility in the building. There are

energy-saving lifts out there. Re-installing and purchasing may be costly initially, but

the save in energy use would soon cover up the investment. The knowledge of lift is

beyond our scope but we do think this will be a point to make progress to.
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5.5.5.5. CONCLUSIONCONCLUSIONCONCLUSIONCONCLUSION

We have identified opportunities to reduce energy use through energy balance

equation after the measurement and calculation.

Among the 1134049.63 kWh transmission losses, which amount to the biggest loss,

the biggest portion is transmission through walls. Adding more insulation on the wall

will certainly reduce transmission losses through the building envelope. But this is a

gigantic school building that requires too big an investment to be realistic.

The investment in changing window pane is less in comparison with insulating the

walls.

134738.14 kWh of energy losses can be saved from changing window pane type.

Now 11% energy is saved which is equivalent to a 46508.21SEK of reduction in

energy spending every year. Installing drapes may have less to do with reducing

energy use than creating a comfort indoor climate. They refract sun-glare that

otherwise would enter the room, causing overheating.

The cost we can save from reducing energy use is 216487.17SEK/year. After

considering life cycle cost, which is the time the renovation can last before another

renovation has to be carried out, it becomes 2979945.895 SEK. It will not be

profitable to invest more than this in a renovation.

Mechanical ventilation losses are 79820.31 kWh. That the mechanical ventilation

losses appear to be small may result from the assumption that ventilation unit ceases

to work during holidays and natural ventilation losses appear to be big as a
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consequence of such an assumption.

Lowering indoor temperature could be an effective way of reducing energy

consumption. As is done in the calculation, 1 degree less in the room reduce energy

use by 5% and would not cause any discomfort in the occupants.

In principle, the ventilation rate is enough for the entire building as a whole. When

it comes to allocation of ventilation in every single room, however, it might not

suffice for some and might be overwhelming for the others.
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APPENDIX:APPENDIX:APPENDIX:APPENDIX:

AppendixAppendixAppendixAppendix 1:1:1:1: TransmissionTransmissionTransmissionTransmission LossesLossesLossesLosses

Table appendix 1.1: degreeq value
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Table appendix 1.2: The annual outdoor temperature of Gävle
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AAAAppendixppendixppendixppendix 2:2:2:2: VentilationVentilationVentilationVentilation

Table appendix 2.1：The result of measurement of floor 1

Room Supply Air (l/s) Exhaust Air (l/s)
1/101 no 20
1/102 no no
1/103 no 11.1
1/104 60 no
1/105 44 100
1/107 96 no
1/108 no 32
1/109 no 33
1/111 246.6 no
1/112 no 25
1/113 no 20
1/114 no 20
1/115 no 20
1/116 no 20
1/117 no 20
1/118 38 46
1/119 no no
1/119A no no
1/122 no no
1/123 72 no
1/124 51 no
1/125 92 76
1/127 24 31
1/128 43 no
1/129 no 14
1/130 no 17
1/131 no no
1/132 no 46
1/133 No Data No Data
1/134 no 12.5
1/135 no no
1/136 23 no
1/137 no no
1/138 no 17
1/139 no no
1/140 no no
1/141 45 no
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1/143 no no
Total 834.6 580.6

Table appendix 2.2：the result of measurement of floor 2

Room Supply Air (l/s) Exhaust Air (l/s)
1/201 no 30
1/202 66 53
1/203 no 13.9
1/204 no 11.1
1/205 no 9.2
1/205A no no
1/206 no no
1/207 no 13.9
1/208 140 95
1/209 180.7 82
1/209A 25 no
1/210 117 98
1/211 105.9 110
1/211A 15 no
1/212 55 no
1/213 no no
1/214 no no
1/215 15 11.1
1/216 no no
1/217 no 20
1/218 26 no
1/219 25 16
1/220 50 13
1/221 63 90
1/222 no no
1/223 no 29
1/224 no 30
1/225 no 23
1/226 no 22
1/227 no no
1/228 no 25
1/229 25 no
1/230 47 16
1/231 no no
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1/232 150 125
1/233 135 120
1/234 140 125
1/235 no 50
1/236 no no
1/237 no no
1/238 no no
Total 1380.6 1231.2

Table appendix 2.3：The result of measurement of floor 3

Room Supply Air (l/s) Exhaust Air (l/s)
1/301 41 59
1/302 122 110
1/303 no 15.3
1/304 no 16.7
1/305 no 30.6
1/306 no 13.9
1/307 no 15.3
1/308 136 67
1/309 137 42
1/310 120 48
1/311 no 55
1/340 87.6 no
1/341
1/312 no 93
1/312A 92.2 no
1/312B
1/313 no no
1/314 81 110
1/315 no no
1/316 no 28
1/317 no 27
1/318 no 26
1/319 no 27
1/320 no 70
1/321 130 140
1/322 180 70
1/323 195 70
1/324 170 155
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1/325 13.9 30
1/326 no no
1/327 no no
1/328 no no
Total 1505.7 1318.8

Table appendix 2.4：The result of measurement of floor 4

Room Supply Air (l/s) Exhaust Air (l/s)
1/401 32 47
1/402 109 38
1/403 no 37
1/404 no 41
1/405 no 34
1/406 no 25
1/407 no 8.5
1/408 191.3 212
1/409 216.6 213
1/410 216.9 187
1/411 215.8 189
1/412 no no
1/413 34 no
1/414 80 40
1/415 no 33
1/415A 23 26
1/416 63 41
1/417 no no
1/418 no 14
1/419 no no
1/420 no 15
1/421 no 14
1/422 113 42
1/423 no no
1/424 no 32
1/425 no 30
1/426 no 18
1/427 no 25
1/428 177.5 175
1/429 214.6 176
1/430 214.7 206
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1/431 254.3 195
1/432 21 41
1/433 no no
1/434 no no
1/435 no no
Total 2176.7 2154.5

Table appendix 2.5：The result of measurement of floor 5

Room Supply Air (l/s) Exhaust Air (l/s)
1/501 20 11.1
1/502 80 40
1/503 no 16.7
1/504 no 27.8
1/505 no 36.1
1/506 365 20
1/506A no 16
1/506B 70 no
1/507 127 105
1/508 128 102
1/509 25.2 no
1/510 no 28
1/511 11.1 no
1/512 no 27.8
1/513 35 77.8
1/513A no 33.3
1/514 no 80.6
1/515* 139 139
1/516 no no
1/517 no no
1/518 65 no
1/519 127 50
1/519A no 25
1/520 no 250
1/521 19 no
1/522 no 23
1/523 no 27
1/524 100 no
1/525 no 20
1/526 no 20
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1/527 no 20
1/528 46.9 53
1/528(range hood) no 982
1/529 451 358
1/530 no 25
1/531 no no
1/532 no no
1/533 no no
1/534 no no
Total 1809.2 2614.2

Table appendix 2.6： The result of measurement of aggregate room

Room Supply Air Exhaust Air
1/125* 120 188
1/126 1075 no
1/120 430 no
1/110 415 no
1/106 910 no
1/402a 990 907.2
1/402c 924 777.6
1/422a 1032 994.8
1/422c no no
Total 5896 2867.6
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AppendixAppendixAppendixAppendix 3:3:3:3: SolarSolarSolarSolar RadiationRadiationRadiationRadiation

Table appendix 3.1: U-value of different window type

WINDOWS TYPE U-VALUE CALCULATION FACTOR
1-glass, normally 5.4 0.90
2-glass, normally 2.9-3.0 0.80
3-glass, normally 1.9-2.0 0.72
Special glass 1.0-1.5 0.69
2-glass, energy glass 1.0-1.5 0.70

Table appendix 3.2: Cloudy factor

MONTH CALCULATION
FACTOR

January 0.45
February 0.49
March 0.58
April 0.58
May 0.63
September 0.58
October 0.51
November 0.42
December 0.43
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Table appendix 3.3: Calculate value of windows

Table appendix 3.4 Solar Radiation of W 90 side window
W 90

Month
Window
Area(m²)

2-glass,normally
Calculation

Factor

Cloudy
Factor

Days
Calculate

Value
(Wh/m²)

Solar
Radiation

(Kwh)
January 293.2 0.8 0.45 31 550 1799.66
February 293.2 0.8 0.49 28 1550 4988.15
March 293.2 0.8 0.58 31 3050 12863.04
April 293.2 0.8 0.58 30 4750 19386.38
May 293.2 0.8 0.63 15 5630 12479.41
June 293.2 0.8 0 0 6190 0
July 293.2 0.8 0 0 5960 0

August 293.2 0.8 0 0 5020 0
September 293.2 0.8 0.58 15 3520 7183.17

October 293.2 0.8 0.51 31 2110 7824.71
November 293.2 0.8 0.42 30 840 2482.58
December 293.2 0.8 0.43 31 350 1094.34

Total 70101.44
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Table appendix 3.5 Solar Radiation of E -90 side window
E -90

Month
Window
Area(m²)

2-glass,normally
Calculation

Factor

Cloudy
Factor

Days
Calculate

Value
(Wh/m²)

Solar
Radiation

(Kwh)
January 544.0 0.8 0.45 31 550 3339.07
February 544.0 0.8 0.49 28 1550 9254.96
March 544.0 0.8 0.58 31 3050 23865.93
April 544.0 0.8 0.58 30 4750 35969.28
May 544.0 0.8 0.63 15 5630 23154.16
June 544.0 0.8 0 0 6190 0
July 544.0 0.8 0 0 5960 0

August 544.0 0.8 0 0 5020 0
September 544.0 0.8 0.58 15 3520 13327.56

October 544.0 0.8 0.51 31 2110 14517.88
November 544.0 0.8 0.42 30 840 4606.16
December 544.0 0.8 0.43 31 350 2030.43

Total 130065.43

Table appendix 3.6 Solar Radiation of S 0 side window
S 0

Month
Window
Area(m²)

2-glass,normally
Calculation

Factor

Cloudy
Factor

Days
Calculate

Value
(Wh/m²)

Solar
Radiation

(Kwh)
January 111.06 0.8 0.45 31 2710 3358.85
February 111.06 0.8 0.49 28 4880 5948.70
March 111.06 0.8 0.58 31 6320 10096.12
April 111.06 0.8 0.58 30 6410 9909.57
May 111.06 0.8 0.63 15 5730 4810.99
June 111.06 0.8 0 0 5460 0
July 111.06 0.8 0 0 5580 0

August 111.06 0.8 0 0 5970 0
September 111.06 0.8 0.58 15 6130 4738.35

October 111.06 0.8 0.51 31 5620 7894.34
November 111.06 0.8 0.42 30 3480 3895.81
December 111.06 0.8 0.43 31 2030 2404.22

Total 53056.95
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Table appendix 3.7Solar Radiation of N -180 side window
N -180

Month
Window
Area(m²)

2-glass,normally
Calculation

Factor

Cloudy
Factor

Days
Calculate

Value
(Wh/m²)

Solar
Radiation

(Kwh)
January 110.17 0.8 0.45 31 130 159.83
February 110.17 0.8 0.49 28 370 447.41
March 110.17 0.8 0.58 31 730 1156.82
April 110.17 0.8 0.58 30 1350 2070.31
May 110.17 0.8 0.63 15 2350 1957.28
June 110.17 0.8 0 0 3210 0
July 110.17 0.8 0 0 2830 0

August 110.17 0.8 0 0 1700 0
September 110.17 0.8 0.58 15 900 690.10

October 110.17 0.8 0.51 31 510 710.65
November 110.17 0.8 0.42 30 200 222.10
December 110.17 0.8 0.43 31 80 93.99

Total 7508.49
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AppendixAppendixAppendixAppendix 4:4:4:4: DistrictDistrictDistrictDistrict HeatingHeatingHeatingHeating

Figure appendix 4.1: District heating consumption of 2008 and 2009[10]
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AppendixAppendixAppendixAppendix 5:5:5:5: HotHotHotHot TapTapTapTapWaterWaterWaterWater

Figure appendix 5.1: Hot tap water consumption of 2008 and 2009[10]
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